Top 10 Albums of 2020.
As any 2020 roundup is obliged to start, this year has been a pretty whack one. But
while a virus has ravaged the globe and systemic racism has shown no sign of abating, on the
plus side I’ve found my toes tapping to some pretty nifty tunes, so there’s that.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, much of the year’s ﬁnest music - major and minor releases
both - has been stripped back, intimate and personal. Artists of all stripes have retreated to
their bedrooms and/or fancy private COVID secure studios, looking within themselves to
create quieter, thoughtful records to stand as a testament to these unruly times.
It’s been a strong year, musically speaking, and there have been some tough decisions
in honing this list to a tight 10. Special shouts, then, to Waxahatchee, Happyness, and
Oneohtrix Point Never, all of whom released excellent works that didn’t quite make the ﬁnal
cut (they’ll no doubt be devastated).
The following are my personal faves - the albums that I’ve returned to, that have grown
on me slowly over the year, or took me entirely by surprise.
10. Roisin Murphy - Roisin Machine
One of the year’s most immediate records, Roisin Murphy’s
ﬁfth album is infectious and irresistible from start to ﬁnish.
The music is in the main a little less arch than on previous
releases, often delivering pure disco joy with thumping low
end and spacious beats.
The bassline on standout “Shellﬁsh Mademoiselle” is
particularly cool, a skittish, mu ed run that propels one of the
silkiest tracks. Opener “Simulation” is a masterful slow
builder, the kind of music James Murphy wishes he was
writing these days.
She even ﬁnds the time to craft herself a theme tune in “Murphy’s Law”, the purest slice
of bouncy pop on display.

9. Perfume Genius - Set My Heart On Fire Immediately
New Perfume Genius is always something to celebrate, and if
this isn’t quite as good as 2017’s No Shape (his best, for my
money), Michael Hadreas’ gift for snappy but heartbreaking
lyrics and gorgeous soundscapes remains unparalleled.
The baroque “Jason” could be a pop hit from any musical era,
and Hadreas combines the full range of his immaculate,
vulnerable

voice,

twinkling

instrumentation

(including

ever-welcome harpsichord) and bittersweet lyrics to great
e ect.
He comes close to stoner rock on the muscular “Describe”, and haunting country on the
glistening, harmonically rich “One More Try”. It is somewhat top heavy, but on his current
form even a less than classic Perfume Genius track is better than most artists.
8. Grimes - Miss Anthropocene
Apparently this is a concept album based on Roman
mythology. I must admit I didn’t pick up on too much of that,
but this stands on its own as another great Grimes record
taking an e ective dip into some harder sounds.
Grimes embraces darkness on opener “So Heavy I Fell
Through The Earth”, anchoring the song with disconnected,
often wordless vocals while an electronic orchestra swells
around her. “4ÆM”, meanwhile, has a hook that would (in more
public gathering-friendly years) render it the club hit of the
year.
Closer “IDORU” sounds more like the Grimes of old: layered, upbeat synth patterns
with a healthy dollop of melancholy. She could fall back on her established “sound” for years,
but Miss Anthropocene pushes the boat out in exciting directions.
7. Soccer Mommy - Colour

eory

A big jump forward from 2018’s also high quality Clean, Soccer
Mommy’s latest expands her horizons sonically and thematically.
She still creates wistful indie folk as well as anyone, with the
appropriately watery sounding “night swimming” a mournful
highlight.
Colour

eory is replete with rockers, too, like lead single “Circle

The Drain”, which manages to be a big beat uplifter in spite of
sounding a fair bit like Semisonic’s “Closing Time”. Sophia Allison’s
voice is bright, clear, and unadulterated, a majorly e ective tool.
The whole record has a bit of a ‘90s throwback quality, perhaps best realised on the
shimmery, fuzzy “Lucy”, which is chock full of competing guitar lines and heavy drums. A
varied and accomplished sophomore e ort.
6. Fiona Apple - Fetch

e Bolt Cutters
A statement record that actually lives up to the fanfare, Fiona
Apple’s latest is an album equal parts delicate piano
balladeering and furious, full throated rage of the type that has
spurred on her songwriting from day one. It’s an organic,
analogue sound, taking the particularly rhythmic tracks from
her last and running with it.
Opener “I Want You To Love Me” begins with chirpy piano
and bass and builds as Apple ramps herself up, skipping across
the beat in an increasingly impassioned vocal take. When Apple

has a target in her sights she’s ruthless, eviscerating partners and exes on “Under The Table”
and “For Her” (the latter, in the wake of a well circulated New Yorker proﬁle, sounds especially
pointed).
The mostly acoustic, handspun nature of the instrumentation makes this a particularly
propulsive and compelling piece, perhaps Apple’s best yet.
5. Adrianne Lenker - Songs
It’s not intended as damningly faint praise to say that Songs joins the likes of Pink Moon
on the list of albums to stick on when chilling, reading, or otherwise decompressing. The

proliﬁc Adrianne Lenker continues the great work she does
with Big Thief, creating another set of songs that sound fragile
and wispy on ﬁrst listen but unfurl to reveal complex beauty
within.
A highlight is “half return”, a particularly spare track built
around a few phrases that rise and fall. Her singing as ever is so
raw and unvarnished, especially on closer “my angel”. She
cracks with emotion, pushing her voice to breaking without
ever seeming forced.
It takes remarkable melodic nous to make a record this stripped back so compelling (let
alone several records in recent memory). There’s far more to Songs than its capacity for
relaxation, but creating music simultaneously engrossing and mellowing is a real talent.
4. Julianna Barwick - Healing Is a Miracle
Barwick’s latest collection of soundscapes is a particularly
lush a air, with a heavier focus on instrumentation and voices
than some of the more electronic leaning music that has come
before. This is an album whose title doesn’t mislead - the songs
feel regenerative and optimistic.
“In Light”, featuring Sigur Ros’ Jonsi, is wistful and layered,
the two vocal performances clipped and modiﬁed but sounding
entirely present. Barwick creates waves of music that roll over
the listener. The title track is a particularly patient a air, with
long strings eventually overcome by piled up singing.
She’s great for a spooky mood piece too, like the jittery “Flowers”, about as close to an
act of aggression as an artist like Barwick can come. The driving bass is matched by her
banshee yelps, demonstrating ably her enviable versatility.
3. Yves Tumor - Heaven to a Tortured Mind
A hard hitting album full of weird party jams, marching beats, and distorted funk, this
is a sharp shock of a record. Yves Tumor ﬁlls their tracks with all manner of noises piled on

top of one another, many of which sound abrasive on their own but meld into something
compellingly catchy and danceable.
“Medicine Burn”, one of the hardest tunes, combines a smooth
bass groove with one of the most angrily insistent fuzzed out
guitar ri s of the year and militaristic drumming to create a wall
of sound over which Tumor wails. “Kerosene!” is a blasted slow
jam with more guitar heroics reminiscent of prime Funkadelic.
This is disorienting music at ﬁrst that reveals a plethora of
hooks and grooves, and Tumor’s amazingly versatile voice tying
things together. They exhibit a Pharell-like falsetto on some
tracks, a moody, understated intonation on “Folie Imposée”, and
immense charisma throughout.
2. Phoebe Bridgers - Punisher
A fantastically cohesive album and statement, especially by
someone so young, Phoebe Bridgers’ second solo release is a
massive step forward for one of the most exciting artists going
at the moment.
Her voice, while unﬂashy, is instantly recognisable, and there
can be few ﬁner lyricists out there. On up tempo “Kyoto” she
embarks on a travelogue that starts light but adds layers of self
analysis. She constructs scenes and stories out of snippets and
moments, like the heartbreaking, constantly evolving “Chinese Satellite”, which employs a ton
of dynamic shifts to shape its mood.
Best of all is “Graceland Too”, on which Bridgers fully embraces country, laying
beautiful harmonies over a devastating ﬁddle and uncommonly subtle banjo. The song
unsurprisingly namechecks Memphis and Elvis; with this record, Bridgers is starting to assert
her future place in the pantheon.
1. Porridge Radio - Every Bad

Great guitar rock is increasingly tough to ﬁnd these days, but Porridge Radio’s ﬁrst
release on Secretly Canadian, and most prominent to date, is a welcome reminder that there
are still new ideas in a genre prone to tedium.
This is a perfectly paced record, and one to be enjoyed in any
mood you might ﬁnd yourself in. “Give/Take” is poppy and
upbeat with the chorus of the year, delivered brilliantly in
singer Dana Margolin’s disa ected tone. She runs the gamut
across 11 tracks, from a grunge shriek to a sweet, open hearted
croon.
Centrepiece “Pop Song” is an expansive wallowing quasi-emo
number, and “Sweet” features yelping, multi tracked vocals and
explosive blasts of chords that could be from an early ‘90s Bad Seeds track. The diversity of the
album is capped with the oblique “(Something)”, which throws heavily treated vocals and
spacious, shoegaze guitar into the pot.
Every Bad takes a simple form and crafts an album without a dull moment, replete with
great songcraft, huge variety, and a bravura, personality-laden lead turn from Margolin. A
band cleaning up its sound doesn’t always yield results - for Porridge Radio, it’s paid o and
then some.

